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HELLO NEW YEAR

Best way to start it? Revisiting a couple of old friends. Cars, we
mean. The Civic Type R, Forester and Scirocco were hot ticket items
a few years ago, and we sorta miss them. Good to know that we
picked the few who have survived the COE cut! And we’re gearing
up for another exciting year of motorsports, more motorsports and a
good opportunity to really test some rubber.
Admittedly, we all do get carried away with distractions from
social media. After all, it’s how we connect to the world most of
the time these days. Be it Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, etc, there is
noticeably a growing culture of self-importance in Singapore. Blame
it on our extended lunch breaks and post-meal comas for us to come
up with stuff like this...
You’ve probably seen or heard people calling out stereotypes
on the internet, masked behind a digital sense of anonymity - to
the point that it is possible to run a Facebook page based on the
comments section of a digital local newspaper. How to tell if you
have a bad case of self-importance?
You’re the kind of person who speeds up to prevent other drivers
from coming into your lane. OR, you think you have the right to
filter into another lane because you had signalled your intention
10 minutes ago. Worst case offender? A person being so critical of
everything around that said person, that eventually erupts into a
social media or debates with friends?

Shameless self-importance is the byproduct with social media obsession, but
it’s not hard to see why it crept into our lives. Have you ever watched a youtube
video that ends with “like and subscribe?” It’s a modern twist on the good old
blogging. Blogging was once the rage, vlogging is the current trend and the
next thing will be eating Tide Pods.
As fast as it came about, the “stance” scene bore the brunt of these new
generation internet automotive enthusiast who thinks that badly modifying
a car by cutting springs to get the “low” look will win heaps of praise from the
internet. With a certain level of satisfaction, I’m glad that such people have
extremely short attention spans and have quickly moved on to the next fad.
Healthy self esteem can easily cross the line into something out of hand
- Egotism, but it sure can be easily solved by taking calm deep breaths and
thinking of the situation slowly, rather than let the your natural “me-first” instinct
take over.
P.S: This was a PSA on how to prevent road rage. Rock on 2018 folks!

Signing off,
Krado Low
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SINGAPORE
All the buzz

MOTOR

SHOW

T

he Singapore Motorshow 2018 greeted over 55,000 visitors at the Suntec
Convention and Exhibition Centre between 11 to 14 January, 2018.

Organised by the Motor Traders Association of Singapore (MTA), visitors
were treated to a display of more than 170 vehicles from 26 automotive brands and
breath-taking stunt-driving performances by crowd favourite Russ Swift, sponsored
by Subaru. The event also showcased some of the latest driving technologies, such
as artificial intelligence (AI) and electric cars.
“We are very encouraged that there is still strong interest to see many brands in one
place,” said Mr. Glenn Tan, President of the Motor Traders Association of Singapore.
“We are pleased to have the support of the brands and exhibitors come together to
put up a stunning automotive event, raising the bar for a show that Singaporeans
have come to know and love.”
“Seeing visitors enjoy the numerous exclusive automotive deals and the various
activities such as Russ Swift’s sold-out stunt performances, live radio shows,
contests and lucky draws across the 4-day event, we will work hard to carry this
momentum forward and make bigger strides towards the next event in 2019.”
On top of 26 new car launches, visitors to the Singapore Motorshow also had the
chance to meet Mediacorp artistes and celebrity DJs during multiple live radio
shows that took place over the course of the event. Those that were present at the
event include Yasminne Cheng, The Muttons and Sophie Gollifer from CLASS 95;
Denise Tan and Mike Kasem from GOLD 905; Mary Bukoh and Kenneth Kong from
Love 972; Kenneth Chung and Nico Weibin from Yes 933; and Mediacorp artistes

Chen Han Wei, Felicia Chin, James Seah, Paige Chua, Richie Koh and Ya Hui.
“Mediacorp is proud to be the Official Media Partner of the Singapore Motorshow
for the fourth year in a row. Our partnership with MTA has grown from strength to
strength and we continue to use our media platforms to reach the right audience
for a successful event,” said Ms. Jessie Sng, Lead, Partnerships, English Audience,
Mediacorp.
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Some attendees also walked away from the Singapore Motorshow 2018 with
fantastic prizes that were up for grabs. Mr Ryan Poon Kok Hong became the proud
owner of a brand-new Subaru Impreza 2.0i-S through the lucky draw conducted by
MTA in collaboration with Subaru. Other lucky visitors also took home prizes and
received giveaways from sponsors such as Mediacorp and AIG Singapore.
Visitors also tried their hand at a series of interactive activities, such as a racing
simulator and creative photo contest, presented by Shell. Through these activities,
guests were able to learn more about the latest innovations in motor oil and Shell
Helix Ultra, and looked closer into their driving aspirations through the Drive On
campaign.
Official sponsors for the Singapore Motorshow 2018 are AIG Asia Pacific Insurance
Pte. Ltd. (Official Insurer), HL Bank (Official Bank), Mediacorp (Official Media Partner)
and Shell (Official Automotive Lubricants & Fuels). The event is also supported by
the Japan Automobile Manufacturers Association, Inc (JAMA). For more information
on the Singapore Motorshow 2018, visit www.motorshow.com.sg.

Launches and Key Highlights at the Singapore Motorshow 2018:
Audi A8
BMW X3 and BMW X3 M40i
Citroёn C3 Aircross
Honda Civic Type R
Hyundai IONIQ Electric, Hyundai KONA and Hyundai i30
INFINITI Q50
ISUZU NHR 87 G Plate
Kia Stinger
Land Rover Discovery Sport and Range Rover Evoque
Lexus NX, introduction of the Lexus LC Structural Blue Edition and preview of the
Lexus LS.
Maxus

Maxus G10 MPV
Mazda MX-5 RF Sports Edition
Mitsubishi Eclipse Cross
New Nissan LEAF and Nissan Cabstar petrol
Peugeot 5008
Porsche Panamera Sport Turismo
SEAT Ibiza and SEAT Arona
Subaru’s EyeSight Technology
Toyota C-HR, Prius Plus
Volkswagen Arteon and Beetle Cabriolet
Volvo XC40

TEXT & PHOTOS KRADO LOW

EVENT

COVER CAR
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HEALTHY HIGH FIBRE DIET
W

e begin 2018 by revisiting our all-time favourites. Yes, it may be “ancient”
when compared to newer, more fuel-efficient, turbo cars, but the Type-R
shall live on to be a car that will be cherished by many around the world.

The internet may squabble about how everything pales in comparison to the other
Japanese rivals, but those who have taken the wheel of this beast around the roads
will never deny that the FD2R brings the purity of driving back to the driver.
A performance dream car for many, is a true supercar, or even a hypercar. But for
down-to-earth usability and affordability, there is nothing better than having an
easily attainable car which one can use for more than race-tracking.
Night outs with the guys to “lim kopi”? No problem. Weekend grocery run? Licked.
Cross border car wash? No problem either. This is why many Civic Type R owners
refuse to let go of this Japanese classic until it becomes painfully unbearable.
With us being so dangerously close to becoming a Type R magazine, we still were
utterly amazed when we saw this car glide effortlessly past us one night. So many
things looked so good from afar - the shriek of the K, the bassy bye bye note, and
how poised this looked as it pulled through a corner and disappeared into the
horizon.
You might be thinking that plenty had been upgraded to keep this fast boy snappy

TEXT KRADO LOW PHOTOS PETER LEE

in the corners? You’re absolutely correct. Nevermind that the original Type R
handles like a dream, this handles like rails. The entire suspension dampers were
swapped for HKS Hipermaxes, which were set to the medium stiff setting, and lowered till the humps started scratching the body work.
With that much stiffer setup, a Spoon fender brace was added to prevent further
flexing of the front side members and spring houses, while a roll centre adjuster
and rear camber kit were added to retune the suspension settings closer to factory.
Part of this car’s handling upgrades include a wider track, which improves its cornering tenacity with the a staggered setup (ala S2000 style). A bit of the trade off is
the increase in bump steer, but the owner has a smaller steering wheel to compensate for the excessive feedback at high speeds. The need to stop really fast came
with the overengineered brake setup for the front wheels.
Go faster - there is nothing wrong with taking apart Honda’s best design and adding on even more improvements to the breathing system. New forged parts keep
the already bomb-proof engine even stronger than before, and sustain much more
abuse on the track. Speaking of track duties, the gearbox’s syncros have been
swapped with gears 4-6 taken from an Integra DC5R to improve top end performance - something which the long stretches of Sepang gladly welcome.

COVER CAR

..EXTERIOR
MODIFICATIONS
WERE KEPT TO
A “MINIMUM”...
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Honda Civic Type-R

Civics usually conjures up impressions of flamboyant exteriors, exterior modifications were kept to a “minimum” - that is, to keep the car’s weight to a minimum.
Lighter carbon fibre hood, fenders… we’ll let the photos do the talking. There is
no mistaking that a lot of the weight has been removed from the front, which aids
in making it turn more responsively. One simply has to respect an owner who has
gone as far as replacing the door handles with carbon fibre...

Engine

Aerodynamics

Cockpit
Dressup

Uniqueness

Handling

8

9

9

9

8

ENGINE
Morosso oil catch tank
Spoon header with cert
Toda exhaust with cert
Fully built forged engine
Dc5R 456 gearing
Synchro 1-6 all changed

The interior receives a good going over to make it more track-friendly. Huggy seats,
nice steering wheel, trick short hub adapter and ‘shweet’ short shifter. To keep an
eye on all the vital signs, the Defi cluster of gauges for temperatures and pressures we’re just missing a blood pressure gauge.

UNDERCARRIAGE
Advan RS 17-inch wheels - staggered
Alcon Monobloc 6 pot
Hks hipermax 4 suspension
Cusco anti roll bar front
Cusco anti roll bar rear
Spoon fender brace
Buddy club roll centre adjuster
Spc rear camber kit

And no track aficionado will forgo the most important upgrade: The snug fit of a
great bucket seat. Sure, comfort is thrown out of the window, but drivers swear by
the additional feel that a bucket seat delivers, which is crucial when you’re really
pushing the car hard. The roads will communicate much more clearly with a rigid
seat in place - and it weighs less too!

INTERIOR
Recaro SPG
Final Konnexion steering wheel
NRG Steering Adapter
Buddy Club Short Shifter
Defi(red) oil/oil press/water temp/exhaust temp
Carbon dash panel (driver side)
Carbon dash (passengers side)
Carbon door handles

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW

Among his friends who are die-hard Civic Type-R owners as well, we do respect this
breed of owners who prefer raw driving monsters and they’re ready to keep their
rides going for another ten years - a true testament to dedication.

EXTERIOR
Carbon J’s bonnet
Carbon J’s fender
Carbon original J’s rear diffuser
Carbon fibre side skirt lip
Carbon plate (under bonnet )
Carbon side skirt
Carbon side skirt lip
Carbon door handles
Carbon craft square mirrors
Carbon feels side air duct
Carbon window visor
Carbon feels side duct
Carbon fibre feels grill
Carbon J’s wing
Carbon Varis wing
Feels bumper
Original Bumper with original beam light

MODIfIcatIons
Go faster, stop quicker, turn better & enjoy improved performance with these products!
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1.

Gulf United Special
Edition Formula G

Made from synthetic base stocks and state-of-the-art
additive technology, it delivers long service life and
minimise deposits in engine and turbocharger to ensure
rated engine power and torque. These oils are designed to
exceed the latest industry specifications and the major car
manufacturers’ service requirements.
ACMA Engineering Works & Trading Pte Ltd - 6710 7654

3.

2.

Bridgestone
Alenza 001

Exclusively engineered for SUVs to maximise
the performance potential on both wet and dry
roads, this tyre delivers instant steering response
and straight-line stability. A new compound and
special pattern design eliminate irregular wear
by reducing the movement of tyre tread and
gives it a longer tyre life as compared to other
Bridgestone SUV tyres.
Bridgestone Tyre Singapore - www.bridgestone.com.sg

4.

TMG RS
Hybrid Turbo Kit

Volk Racing
TE37 Saga

This refined TE37 incorporate all these new factors of a
sports car with more power, speed, and weight. Features
include anti-tire slip knurling finish, logo machining points,
and excessive mass reduction on the spoke backside.
Colors available are Diamond Dark Gunmetal (MM)
and Bronze Almite (BR). Air Valve is included with each
wheel and optional center caps are available to purchase
separately. Available in 17 to 18-inch size.

A turbocharger system suitable for daily use
thanks to the appropriate and tested impulse
wheel - axe combination that ensures the
optimum response and horsepower. Forged
aluminium construction and a harder
spring make it capable of producing 1.2 bar
mechanical boost pressure.

Stamford Tyres Retail Singapore - 6262 3355

6.

Monster Tune - 9784 6614

5.

Yokohama
Advan Sport V105

Yokohama’s global flagship tyre is engineered to be both
sporty and comfortable. The matrix body ply structure
enhances steering stability without compromising comfort.
It provides grip in both dry and wet conditions with a
hydroplaning-resistant asymmetrical design and a new
microsilica+silica dispersed material compound, jointly
developed with one of the world’s leading automakers.

Hardrace
Sway Bars

Reduce the body roll with a sway bar upgrade. It is
affordable, and allows for fine-tuning for handling.
Hardrace sway bars are made with high-quality
chromoly seamless steel alloy, tempered and shotpeened to enhance their durability. They are designed to
be direct bolt-on replacement with OEM mountings for easy
installation. It is available for most car makes and models.
Hardrace Singapore - 9734 8015

YHI Singapore - www.yhi.com.sg

7.

Kumho
PS31

Offering a balance of high-speed stability, low
road noise and safety, this new tyre features wide
lateral grooves for good water dispersement, a
solid center rib that reinforces block stiffness and
improves wet braking as well as a 3D Dimple
Design to minimise heat build up on tread blocks
and enhances high-speed durability.
Binter & Co. Pte Ltd – www.binter.com.sg

8.

Casa E.D.A

(Electronic Damping Adjustment)

Compatible with up to 95% of the car models across of different brands of coilovers,
the Casa E.D.A allows you to change the car damping settings on the go. The patented
electronic damping adjustment system features a 3-setting memory mode which can be
set according to personal needs: Comfort, Sport and Race. It is compatible with adjustable
shock absorbers with a 3mm hexagonal adjustment knob.
Fong Kim exhaust system - 6844 4281

GADGETS & GIZMOS
1.

Pamper your ride with the latest parts in the market

2.

Cellink
Neo

This ensures that the vehicle’s
original battery service life is
prolonged. It can power a dash cam
for up to 48 hours in parking mode. Bluetooth
connectivity and Smartphone App capability for
instant updates of battwery performance. It does not
require complicated modifications to the fuse box, and
preserves the new vehicle warranty by local distributors.

Advanti Racing
Concept AG J275

Advanti Racing presents Concept AG, a made-inJapan brand that’s meticulously crafted to impress.
Combining advanced Japanese design, this
luxury wheel features the new face of the brand,
a sophisticated multi-piece look with the strength
and durability of one piece construction. Available
from 19 to 20 inch sizes, in Matt Black Edge Mill, Dark
Night & Brush finishes.

Wow! Gadgets - 6100 9691

YHI Singapore - www.yhi.com.sg

3.

Personal
Diagnostic
Module

4.

What causes the Check Engine Light (CEL) to turn
on? The cause of this is one or more faults had
been detected by the Engine Control Unit (ECU).
The only way of accurately diagnosing the problem
is via a Personal Diagnostic Module (PDM). This device is
connected to the On Board Diagnostic Socket (OBD2) and can
communicate with your Smart Phone. It will be able to read the
Date Trouble Codes (DTC) and can also erase them

Ducatus
Engine Protector

Ducatus additives are environmentally-friendly and
resource-efficient which are essential to provide
a continuous boost to engine performance. The
Engine protector is the ultimate oil treatment with
race-spec additives. It improves power, enhances wear
protection and reduces vibration. One can is enough
to treat up to 5 litres of fresh motor oil.

Harmony Motor - www.harmony.com.sg

UTS Automotive – 6844 2806

5.

MIR MB2 Series
Dash Cam

6.

Designed for commercial vehicles, trucks, taxis and
buses, the MIR MB2 series available in single channel,
MB2-S and dual-channel, MB2-D. MB2-D has option for
internal or outdoor rear camera. Rear outdoor IR camera
can be used as a reverse camera while recording. With
tamper proof key lockable design, all connections,
memory card and camera angle adjustment is not
accessible by any unauthorised personnel.

WD-40 Specialist
Fast Acting Degreaser

This fast acting degreaser is a solvent based solution that quickly
removes grease, oil, dirt and grime without leaving any residue.
It works immediately on contact and is easy to rinse away. Cleans
equipment to make it run smoother and leaves no residue. Safe for
use on a wide variety of surfaces including metal and exhausts.
PND Hardware & Trading Pte Ltd - 6565 6233

Wow! Gadgets Pte Ltd – 6100 9691

7.

DrArtex
Red Wind

Designed to be installed in standard car
door seals, it helps to prevents air leakage
to maintain integrity of the air-conditioning.
This also helps to seal dust from being
sucked into the car. Benefits include the
reduction in whistling noises caused by
air leakage around the door, significant
reduction in ambient airborne noise from
entering the passenger cell.
RF Electronics - 6316 6242

8.

Urive
iQuad II

Featuring a HD front and HD rear camera with D1 cameras for left and right channels, it
supports easy configuration with an Android or iOS smartphone. The cameras feature a
CMOS sensor and records videos at 120fps (30fps per channel). Its safe dual event recording
makes stores incidents in the driving folder and in the event folder. It features a discharge
protection that prevents the car’s battery from completely draining
A.I.M Net Pte Ltd - urivesg@gmail.com
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YOKOHAMA LUCKY
DRAW NIGHT

Good food, great company

W

e rarely associate good food with good tyres, but that is set
to change when YHI Singapore organized the inaugural
Yokohama Lucky Draw night.

Held at the Chuckwagon BBQ & Grill, it was a perfect venue to hold the
event. Nestled in the Singapore “outback” Portsdown Road with lush
greenery, yet not too far away from civilization, many of those who joined
YHI Singapore for the night had a first whiff the southern US cuisine.
The menu offers Steaks, BBQ Ribs & Chicken, Hamburgers, Fish & Chips,
etc, and the tearful buffalo wings which can bring anyone down to their
knees begging for water. Did we try their “killer” level? Yes, yes we did...
with milk of course.

TEXT & PHOTOS KRADO LOW

The Yokohama Lucky Draw night welcomed everyone with discounts, door
gifts and the chance to participate in Chelsea goodies giveaway. To liven
up the mood, YHI Singapore brought out their best MC who could both
sing and crack jokes at lightning speed.
A night over good food and drinks isn’t complete without some games,
and those who gave the right answer to pop quizzes, walked away with
exclusive Yokohama/Chelsea merchandise!
The night may be over, but the promotion isn’t. From now till 31 January,
every $50 spent at Chuckwagon BBQ & Grill enters you for a chance to to
win up to S$500 worth of Yokohama Tyre Vouchers.
YHI international Limited a recognized distributor of high-quality

automotive and industrial products, and a trusted brand name in alloy
wheels manufacturing as an Original Design Manufacturer.. Listed on
the Main board of Singapore Exchange on 3 july 2003, YHI has a wide
international presence which can be seen in over 100 countries operating
through its 30 subsidiaries and one associated company located in Asia
pacific, North America and Europe. For more information, visit www.yhi.
com.sg.

WHAT THE
CROSSOVER
WRXSUV?

F E AT U R E C A R
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Subaru Forester 2.5XT
Engine

Aerodynamics

Cockpit
Dressup

Uniqueness

Handling
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FORESTRY

O

PERFECTION
All aboard the Gravel Express!
TEXT KRADO LOW PHO
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WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW

ENGINE
EJ25 Built by SPT Performance
Wiseco 100mm Forged Pistons
Subaru Conrods
STI Nitrated Crankshaft
ACL Race Bearings
Cometic Headgaskets
SPT TD05 20g Turbo
Process West TMIC
FLO Thickcore Radiator
GREDDY RZ BOV
GREDDY Profec OLED
COBB Tuning airflow pipe w/K&N Open Pod filter
DENSO Iridium IKH22
Cusco Oil Catch Can
Walbro 255 FP
SARD Fuel Pressure Regulator
Invidia Q300 Catback
CUSCO Battery tie down
UNDERCARRIAGE
TopTech Monotube Coilovers
Brembo gold STI spec 4 pot 2 pots
Bendix Ultimate Brake Pads
Mintex Rotors
Whiteline 24mm front ARB
Whiteline 22mm rear ARB
Summit rear tie bar rod
CUSCO Front Strut Bar
INTERIOR
STI Gearknob
STI EO Cover
Recaro SR3 (STI) with custom brackets
EXTERIOR
After Market “Angel eyes” Headlights
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INTERVIEW

“I LOVE SPEED”

Martina Navratilova talks about tennis, and her

You won so many cars, Porsches. What is your
favorite one?
God, I love them all. But I drove the Porsche 959
actually. I had it going 300 kph on the autobahn. We
averaged about 220 kph for two hours ‘cause it was 30
years ago, there was not much traffic.
Now it’s different, even in Germany.
Very few places where there’s no speed limit any more,
yeah. You have too many cars, yes. Back then you could
do that. It was just so much fun. We were passing a cop,
you know, going 150 miles an hour. You didn’t have to
slow down. Aah, this is fun.
You have a special relationship to cars.
I love cars.
You do it yourself. I mean, if something is wrong,
something has to be repaired, you do it.
I’m not quite that. I did change a tire. But that’s all. I’m
not that good. But I know the feel of the car. I know
what’s going on with it, oversteer, understeer, all that
stuff. So, yeah, I love speed. And I appreciate good
machines. I’m driving the Macan this week, GTS. Just
you turn the engine, it’s like, Aah. I love it.
40 years of Porsche tennis in Stuttgart. You’re
obviously the person who won the most, six titles.
What do you think about these 40 years? What was
your personal opinion on the tournament actually?
Well, it kind of mirrors the transformation of women’s
tennis, or tennis period, when we used to play in
country clubs. So it started in a tennis club, and then
it evolved into this amazing facility, which I have not
been to yet. For me special memories because it was
usually during my birthday week. If I played on my
birthday, then I had four thousand Germans singing
happy birthday, so that was pretty funny, too.
Is there another story you think about if you go back?
Well, seeing Steffi Graf for the first time, I think, and
Tracy. I think Tracy Austin played Steffi there. I thought,

“Wow, this girl can run. She can run.” You could just see
the athletic ability. You knew she was going to be a star.
Angie Kerber, she’s the national ambassador, and
Maria Sharapova, they are pretty much involved in
the Porsche tournament. What is your opinion right
now on them?
Well, I mean, Angelique, by her own admission, has had
a hard time dealing with the No. 1 ranking. She has not
won a tournament since she became No. 1 at the US
Open last year.
At first it’s like she’s just getting used to it. But then
she literally couldn’t handle it. It was funny being
here seeded No.1, but nobody’s talking about her as a
possible winner. After the first match in Wimbledon, I
said: “Oh, I think the odds are changing, because she
looks better.”
You think Kerber can come back?
I think she can get her mojo back, I do. But the
confidence, I say it’s like money: it’s hard to get and
easy to lose. She can get it back. I still wish she could fix
her serve technically, because a lot of the issues start
with that serve. She has to work so much harder than
the other players to hold. She’s not getting free points.
The serve has not evolved. And that should be fixed.
And that’s something you have control over. I mean, if
you have confidence, you can still …
You can work?
You can still improve your serve.
Maria, what do you think about her?
Maria? Well, it’s difficult, isn’t it? I mean, she paid such a
big price for making a very, very bad mistake. I’ve said
this before. I don’t think she meant to cheat.
So your opinion on that is she paid her price, and ...
And that’s that. Let her play. Just let her play and be
done with it.
How important is she for the tour? How important
is she for women’s tennis?

Oh, she and Serena Williams, biggest stars obviously.
The biggest stars that people pay money to watch.
They make news every time they step on the court.
When you lose somebody like that, it’s tough,
especially the way it happened. And now Serena’s out,
as well. She’s pregnant.
No superstars any more.
Well, right now, no, without those two in the game.
Yeah, the guys have four superstars. We have two, and
neither one is playing. Hopefully Maria will get healthy
and play again. Yeah, this is her best opportunity
perhaps to win here since Serena’s not playing, because
she hadn’t beaten her for such a long time.
The situation on the women’s tour, I mean, you
don’t know who is going to win. You know it?
No, I have no idea. Now it’s anybody’s ballgame. We’ll
see if anybody can rise to the occasion. Ostapenko
played to win, that’s why she won the French Open.
A lot of women, I feel like they’re protecting, they’re
playing not to lose. What happens? You lose to
someone that’s going to play better.
So it’s a great opportunity.
And Kerber?
Angelique, yes. But she’s the fourth one on that list,
only because she played lousy this year. She hasn’t
played well enough. But this is a great opportunity for
her, no doubt.
You see a new generation, players like Ostapenko,
other players? Do you see anyone?
It could be her. I like Kasatkina. She’s a good athlete,
she works hard. Maybe Garcia. I think Pliskova has the
biggest possibility. She just needs to get a little bit
faster and more consistent. But she’s got the biggest
game of them all. You know, nice hands, as well. She
just misses too much. But she can get that fixed also.
She’s definitely got the good mentality for it.

F E AT U R E C A R

P OWER
As gusty as it ge
ts

SURGE

TEXT KRADO LOW PHOTOS PETER LEE
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F

or quite some time, the Scirocco has
always been the Golf’s sexy sister,
swaying the young crowd to it with
beautiful aesthetics and performance
can be achieved without breaking the bank.
Sure, one can go straight for the “R” variant, but
it is the sensible 1.4 TSI has been the best seller,
thanks to the substantial increase in power with
just a couple of modifications.
Extra horses from the tiny heart with a simple
tune, which was initially satisfying.. But of
course, more is better, right? Guy logic kicks into
full gear from then on…
Starting with the suspension, the comfort
oriented shocks were traded for a satisfying API
Racing coilovers, marrying both performance
as well as practicality. This formed the best
compromise as it offered the desired lowered
look as well as functionality on the move. Not to
mention, all the killer humps which would make
any owner or body kit screech in horror.
Big brake kits with sport pads and a new anti
roll bars were fitted for a bit of handling oomph,
which now brings the car to receive the greatest
gift: Nice big wheels to fit over the brakes. And,
more powwweeerrrrr….
With the handling sorted, the Scirocco received
an engine upgrade, with a new blow off valve
and air intake to aid the new turbo in spooling

up real quickly. Part of the NA-like response is
down to the new piping, as well as the higher
flow rate of the intercooler, which can only mean
one thing...

VW Scirocco 1.4TSI

Fitted with a low-resistance muffler, the way
the engine responds to the throttle inputs is
absolutely intoxicating. Tuned by the finest in
the industry, it is undoubtedly one of the nicest
revving TSI’s we have come across.
The hybrid turbo, while being based on the
factory unit, has custom CNC work and reworked
turbine wheel to increase the mid-range and
top-end power. The modified actuator, beefed
up bearings and rebalanced turbo makes it a
wholesome plug, and play solution.
Of course, no one will ever mistake this Scirocco
for any other ‘Roc on the road. The visually
attractive upgrades are custom made. The
carbon bonnet and carbon fenders hide their
weave under a professionally applied coat of
paint. This entire pinkish glitter white extends
throughout the car, elegantly finishing at the
Rieger rear bumper.
Common it may be, and we nearly mistook
another white ‘Roc for this. But, for an
unassuming hatchback with tons of unlocked
power, it is still a pretty decent fuel econo mobile
and packs much more firepower than stock. Do
we want this over a Golf GTi? Hmm, a very very
strong inclination for yes, it shall always be...

Engine

Aerodynamics

Cockpit
Dressup

Uniqueness

Handling

7

8

3

7

7

ENGINE
Forge blow off valve
Mst air intake
Eurosport intercooler
Loba 270 hybrid turbo
Remus Exhuast
Wossner Forge piston
Stage 3 by Monster Tune

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW
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UNDERCARRIAGE
API RS Suspension
Whiteline anti roll bar
Forge big brake kit
INTERIOR
Custom LED lighting
EXTERIOR
Advanti By Enkei rim
Carbon bonnet
Carbon fender
Rieger rear bumper

ICE CAR
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This example
manifests the fact
that an audiophile can
enjoy unrivalled sound
quality, while also
placing an emphasis on
artistic visual cues.

TEXT GERALD YUEN PHOTOS PETER LEE MODEL CANDY BY ICE NET PTE LTD
FROM LAREINA TALENT MANAGEMENT VIDEO STEVEN LU
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Toyota CH- nd substance
with style a

I

t has been a while since we’ve noticed
such a massive interest in a particular car.
Perhaps it might be due to the gorgeous,
chiselled looks, coupe high-rider stance
and competitive pricing that makes the
Toyota CH-R such a tempting ownership
proposition in Singapore. You would have
seen countless CH-Rs roaming local streets
in an assortment of colours, but most of
them might be primarily OEM. Owners who
prefer more “oomph” in terms of styling
might opt for a bodykit, but those who
prefer upgrades that serve to tickle the
audio senses will embark on an entirely
different route. But that does not mean it is
not aesthetically distinctive. This example
manifests the fact that an audiophile can
enjoy unrivalled sound quality, while also
placing an emphasis on artistic visual cues.
Before digging deeper into what this
ride has on offer in terms of in-car
entertainment (ICE), we would love to take

a minute to appreciate how well sorted this
project is, even without scrutinising the
products on display yet. Its devilish stare
enhanced by the blue tint on the headlights
makes it all the more appealing (although
this alone will not give us any clues on the
amount of audio prowess under the hood!).
But it does give the owner a good platform
to work with - a foundation that we know
played off to perfection.
The interior can be considered unique, even
without the addition of ICE components.
But just a sprinkle of neat ideas transformed
this CH-R from a capable hauler, to a fullfledged mobile media machine. It comes as
no surprise that it received constant positive
stares, given how well planned this project
turn out to be - full marks for a family
mobile that can double as an entertainer on
wheels, right from the get-go!
A major shout-out has to go to the installer,
Charles of Xtremez Audio, who is no

stranger to
crafting quality
ICE projects
from scratch.
Kenny, the
owner of this all
new C-HR, knows
the importance of
connectivity, which
explains his decision
to install the Pioneer
AVH-X8850BT. It was
chosen as the source unit,
and connected directly to the
all new Mosconi DSP6to8 PRO signal
processor, which is the “brain” for this whole
system. The Time Alignment, Crossover
points, Equalizers and more are controlled
via the DSP. It is connected to a set of
Mosconi One series 130.4 powering the
tweeter and midrange. 2 sets of Mosconi
One series 250.2 powers the midbass and
sub-woofer.
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ICE CAR

Pioneer
AVH-X8850BT

MOSCONI
ONE 130.4

Micro Precision
5 Series
Tweeter

Micro Precision
5 series
Midrange

MOSCONI
DSP 6to8 PRO

MOSCONI
ONE 250.2

Micro Precision
5 series
Midbass

MOSCONI
ONE 250.2

Gladen
Rsx-10slim

Taking the front stage is the Micro Precision 5 series 3-way speakers, made in Germany by Thomas
Hoffmann. These speakers have already set a new standard for sound quality and clarity. The subwoofer from Gladen RS-X 10 Slim produces a deep and accurate bass in a small custom enclosure,
custom made by Xtremez Audio.
A listen in the driver’s cockpit will guarantee that this is no ordinary-sounding CH-R. This fully loaded
sound system delivers perfect sound at all portions of the sound spectrum. There is more than
sufficient detail in the mids and high - tonal accuracy is spot on. Bass is punchy too, whenever the
need arises to play soundtracks that require more “oomph” from the subwoofers. This well-sorted
ride does not look and sound like any other on the road even in an era where creativity knows no
boundaries - reasons enough to allocate this for our first ICE cover car for 2018!
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Kia Niro EV with a neat dash layout!

Proudly powered by Intel

Premium, smart and efficient!

ICEAGE
CES 2018 brings to light the future of in-car entertainment
TEXT GERALD YUEN PHOTO NEWSPRESS USA
Byton concept a brave new entrant!

Hyundai’s NEXO soaking in the limelight

T

he Consumer Electronics Show (CES) has traditionally been
dominated by manufacturers well invested in the smart home
game. While this is still apparent this year, we also get to enjoy
new tech in terms of mobility, specifically, in-car entertainment
(ICE). Admittedly, ICE would have been primarily associated with
high-tech speakers and amplifiers a decade ago. But with the exponential
progress of technology, seamless connectivity has been closely intertwined
with ICE - ensuring that the driver and occupants maximise their time
effectively in the vehicle!
Taking centre stage at the Mercedes-Benz booth at CES was the world
premiere of the intuitive and intelligent multimedia system MBUX Mercedes-Benz User Experience. It will enter series production in 2018 in
the new A-Class. MBUX is unique feature that is able to learn thanks to
artificial intelligence. MBUX can be individualised and adapts to suit the
user, thus helping to create an emotional connection between the vehicle,
driver and passengers. We would love this feature as a standard function,
especially in a quirky A Class!
Jaguar Land Rover showcased their Connected and Autonomous Vehicle
(CAV) technology. Their vehicles will benefit from ultra-fast connectivity
with Qualcomm Technologies, too. It has a range of strategic partners
specialising in data security. LISNR, one of Jaguar Land Rover’s start-up
portfolio companies, will be at CES demonstrating their data-over-audio
solution that accomplishes short-range, secure wireless data transmission
across all connected devices. Their use of sound, as the conduit for data

transfer, removes any need for traditional connectivity or device pairing. LISNR
can be used in offline environments for a variety of functions such as remote
app pairing, user authentication, and keyless access. Who would have thought
that connectivity can even be considered as an engaging form of in-car
entertainment?
Continuing the relentless pursuit of safety will be Kia, which showcased
interactive exhibits of in-car technology. HMI technologies, autonomous
drive features and the world’s first in-car 5G connection were displayed. These
exhibits hint at innovations that could be adapted for use in the brand’s
future vehicles. Of worthy note for audiophiles will be the Niro EV Concept’s
Separate Sound Control System, allowing users in the front and rear rows to
experience Kia’s sound separation technology. This technology allows front
and rear passengers to listen to their own music at the same time, without
intruding on others in the car. The system features eight speakers installed
in the headrests, simultaneously pumping out sounds for each seat row, and
using noise-cancellation technology to ‘mute’ sound from the other row of
seats. By creating two sound zones in the car, occupants in different rows
can enjoy listening to separate music or podcasts. Developed in-house, Kia
believes this technology could be adapted to enhance occupant comfort in
future production cars.
Hyundai introduced an AI-enhanced ‘Intelligent Personal Cockpit’ that
claims to check the driver’s vitals. New voice-recognition technology from
SoundHound allows drivers to voice-control frequently used in-vehicle
functions such as air-conditioning, sunroofs and door locks. Car-to-Home IOT

capability extends the reach of the driver’s voice beyond mobile applications
and into the home environment. With voice commands, a driver can not only
play music in the car, but also turn on the lights at his/her home and stream
that same song right to their home audio system for a seamless transition from
driveway to living room - a cool way to integrate a smart car with a smart home
- well played, Hyundai!
Honda was also another standout exhibitor that placed emphasis on
encouraging innovations openly. Silicon Valley-based Honda Innovations
showcased new Honda Xcelerator partnerships with startups in the Global
Innovator Showcase. These include BRAIQ, which bridges the gap between
human preferences and artificial intelligence to personalise the driving style of
autonomous vehicles. DeepMap provides HD maps and real-time localisation
as a service for autonomous vehicles, while DynaOptics claims to harness the
power of free-form optics to bring superior situational awareness and safety to
roads. Tactual Labs brings real-time human body pose sensing to every surface
and voxel, while WayRay is a Swiss developer of a holographic AR navigation
system for advanced connected cars.

Hyundai’ s Intelligent Personal Cockpit

We cannot guarantee the effectiveness of seamless in-car technology right
from the get-go, but what what we can ascertain at CES 2018 is that massive
investment is made to integrate ICE with AI - a lethal partnership we are sure
will pay off in the long run!

[For more information and results, visit www.emmanet.com]

Honda’s quirky team!
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BATTLES

FORCA Generation X Time Attack 2017 Round 4
TEXT CHASE LIN & PHOTO IDZWAN MOHAMAD SELAMAT

Check out the categories and you would understand the reason that the event
was that popular: 1,000cc & below (Open), 1,100cc & below NA (Open), Viva
Cup, 1,300cc NA, 1,500cc NA, 1,600cc NA, 1,600cc & below (Open), 1,800cc NA
& below, VTEC/MIVEC/VVL (Open), Auto/CVT 2,000cc & below (Open), Forca
Cup (Open cc), Ladies (Open), CAMPRO Engine Series (Open), Rear Wheel
Drive (Open), Myvi Cup (Open) and Putera Izdihar Hazq Cup.
Representing Singapore, eight Project SG Racing Crews battled out with
Malaysian drivers to secure the top spot in five categories. Absent from
Malaysia race for more than a year, Lance Chua finally return with his famous
Lotus Exige, together with Sen Koh (Toyota GT 86) and Smith Foo (Nissan S15)
as they battled side by side in the Rear Wheel Drive (Open) category as well as
Forca Cup (Open cc).
Experienced his virgin race at MIMC, Gerald Poh together with his buddy
Savian Quek had their WRX’es competing in the Forca Cup (Open cc). Familiar
with MIMC layout but first time joining the Malaysia Time Attack, Gavin Ang
faced opponents in 1,600cc & below (Open) in his 1.4 TSI Scirocco. After some

No strangers to Malaysian organisers and Malaysians race crews, Chase Lim
competed in his regular category, the 1,600cc NA. Sponsored by Driverite
Singapore, Hanz of RJMT were using the Qstarz for his Generation X Time
Attack event.
Briefing kicked off at 8.45am, organizer briefed clearly on the do’s, the don’ts
and important points on the track safety. Things didn’t really go well for the
first half of the day. Many drivers encountered engine issues and delays kept
occurring. Chase’s car encountered some issues as well that he managed to
complete only two laps. As afternoon fell, dark clouds covered the entire sky.
Soon, rain arrived and ended the event with only a quarter of the categories
finished the second heat.
Project SG Racing Crews won a total of eight podiums for the Time Attack race.
Our memorable moment of the day went to Denelle Tan, our first lady driver
who won the Malaysian Time Attack event, clocking 1:20:67s in her “econobox” Mitsubishi Spacestar as well as Lance Chua, constantly achieve 1min and
05s in his Rear Wheel Drive and Open categories, winning him the ‘Fastest
Timing of the Day’.
Well done and congratulations to all members of Project SG Racing Crews!
Anyone keen to take part in the Malaysia Races? Generation X Time Attack
Round 5 will still be held in Melaka International Motorsport Circuit on 4 Feb
2018. So, do contact Project SG Racing Crew via Facebook if you are keen to
join them for the northern race!

Denelle Tan
(1:20:67s)
3rd Runner Up - 1,100cc & below NA (Open)
Chase Lim
(1:11:50s)		
Champion - 1,600cc NA
Gavin Ang
(1:13:41s)		
8th Runner Up - 1,600cc & below (Open)
Lance Chua
(1:05:96s)		
Champion - Forca Cup (Open cc)
Sen Koh		
(1:09:96s)		
3rd Runner Up - Forca Cup (Open cc)
Smith Foo
(1:10:28s)		
4th Runner Up - Forca Cup (Open cc)
Gerald Poh
(1:12:53s)		
5th Runner Up - Forca Cup (Open cc)
Savian Quek
(1:19:48s)		
9th Runner Up - Forca Cup (Open cc)
Lance Chua
(1:05:72s)		
Champion - Rear Wheel Drive (Open)
Smith Foo
(1:09:71)		
3rd Runner Up - Rear Wheel Drive (Open)
Sen Koh		
(1:09:98s)		
5th Runner Up - Rear Wheel Drive (Open)
Lance Chua
(1:05:72s)
Fastest Time of the Day Award

LTS

Different from Round 3, Round 4 race format consists of a full track TimeAttack instead of the 3-quarter circuit layout. Many drivers were experiencing
their first full track race and most just couldn’t wait to get their cars onto the
track. A total of 16 categories were being competed in this special edition of
Generation X Time Attack.

modification to her car handling, Denelle Tan participated in the 1,100cc &
below NA (Open) as well as the Ladies (Open).

RESU

M

elaka International Motorsports Circuit (MIMC) got more exciting as
the event drew more than 155 cars scrubbing their tires around the
circuit. Drivers from all over Malaysia as well as Singapore were all
eyeing for the top spots at Forca Generation X Time Attack Round 4.
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G.A.S
finale
Gymkhana Autocross
Series (GAS) Round 4!

A

fter a four month break, final round of Gymkhana
Autocross Series (GAS) finally kicked off on 17 Dec
2017 at Malaysia Agro Exposition Park Serdang
(MAEPs), attracting 36 participants from both Malaysia
and Singapore, fighting for the top podiums as well as the
Overall Championship points to be crowded the Champion
of each category.
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This self-funded and non-profitable event have come a
long way with the undying support and encouragement
from the Gymkhana community, participants, veterans such
as Gymkhana celebrities Mitch Chong, who is the course
judge for the events as well as the rear wheel drive specialist,
Mickey Teoh.
With more drivers joining Project SG Racing Crew for
the overseas competitions, it just shown that Malaysia
motorsport events were filled with challenges and
attraction, that participants don’t mind cruising 330km up
north to Kuala Lumpur, just to get into the action and battle
it out.
From Project SG Racing Crews, 10 drivers have signed up
and took part in all the 7 categories; namely Front Wheel
Drive – Road Legal, Front Wheel Drive – Pro Class, Rear
Wheel Drive – Road Legal, Rear Wheel Drive – Pro Class,
Open Class, Newbie and All Wheel Drive. Expect Newbie
category, each category consists of two course designs with
a total of six runs for each design.
Gymkhana requires strong mental concentration and
memorization, a significant part of achieving a fast time.
The competition was tense, stressful as the gap between
each competitor was only a split second apart. However,
equipped with great skills and race experiences, Singapore
drivers have managed to secure an awesome achievement
by winning 18 podiums, including four overall Champions!

RESULTS
CHASE LIM
Champion, Front Wheel Drive - Pro Class
Champion, Front Wheel Drive - Road Legal
1st Runner Up, Open Class			
2017 Overall Champion,
Front Wheel Drive - Pro Class			
2017 Overall Champion,
Front Wheel Drive - Road Legal		
Champion of Champions for GAS Round 4

(80:04s)
(81:48s)
(80:39s)
(364 pts)
(388 pts)

JEREMY LOW
2nd Runner Up, Rear Wheel Drive - Pro Class
2017 Overall Champion,
Rear Wheel Drive – Pro Class			

(335 pts)

SYLVESTER LIM
Champion, All Wheel Drive			
2017 Overall Champion, All Wheel Drive		

(84:69s)		
(400 pts)

HUTCH CHAU
Champion, Rear Wheel Drive - Pro Class		
Champion, Rear Wheel Drive – Road Legal

(80:86s)
(81:00s)

JAMES LEE
1st Runner Up, Rear Wheel Drive - Pro Class
2nd Runner Up, Rear Wheel Drive – Road Legal

(82:21s)		
(84:32s)

GERALD POH
1st Runner Up, All Wheel Drive		

(85:04s)

SAVIAN QUEK
2nd Runner Up, All Wheel Drive		

(101:69s)

DENELLE TAN
Champion, Newbie Class			

(35:22s)

DION YEO
2nd Runner Up, Newbie Class			

(36:01s)

(83:22s)

TEXT CHASE LIN PHOTO SYNC OPTIMA EVENTS
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Non-automotive goodness blended into bite-sized bits for your reading pleasure!

Galaxy (of) Note
The Tonda Métropolitaine ‘Galaxy’ draws inspiration from the sparkling stars
TEXT: CARMEN ROSSO PHOTO PARMIGIANI FLEURIER

Drawing inspiration from the starry sky above Fleurier in Neuchatel,
Parmigiani Fleurier introduces a stunning addition to its Tonda
Métropolitaine ladies collection – the Galaxy.
Part of the 1950 Metropolitaine collection, the Galaxy features a
midnight blue dial made from aventurine, which is mottled with
fine gold coloured fragments that echo the glittering finery of the
firmament.
The steel bezel of the dainty 33mm polished case is set with 72
brilliant-cut diamonds totalling ~0.51cts, which further underscores
the timepiece’s starry intent. The date window is found at the six
o’clock with the sub-seconds counter, which brings balance to the
dial’s minimalist aesthetics. A Blue or Indigo Blue strap is available,
in either alligator or fabric, to complement the elegant timepiece.

Two Feet
Forward

Do the shoes maketh the man?
TEXT CARMEN ROSSO PHOTO MB&F

MB&F is a creative collective that creates wonderful mechanical
constructs to boldly go where many watch brands fear to tread, so
it’s fitting that the ‘Kelys & Chirp’ celebrates friendship, without which
many of its projects would not come to life.
In a special (and quirky) collaboration between Reuge and Nicolas
Court, the ‘Kelys & Chirp’ collection features micro-mechanic turtle
(Kelys) sculptures that are fitted with wheels to allow it to crawl.
Weighing 1.4kg, the rhodium-plated brass creature comprises of 480
components, yet still has room for a hidden treasure on its ‘shell’.
The second animal that comes out is a flying automation bird (Chirp),
crafted from 18-carat white gold and complete with flapping wings.
But that’s not all – it trills a soaring bird song with its beak open, and
eventually goes back into hiding when the turtle’s shell closes.
Available in four limited edition colours: blue, green, yellow or ochre,
but each colour will only be available in a limited run of 18 pieces.
[For more details, visit thehourglass.com]
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Non-automotive goodness blended into bite-sized bits for your reading pleasure!
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GAMING CHAMP

SAPPHIRE GEM

Look no further if you crave for high frames per second
with close to no input lag on your ultra bright monitor,
because this monitor by Samsung might very well
be your go-to visual gaming companion. Sasmung’s
49-inch CHG90 and 32-inch CHG70 QLED curved
gaming monitors are the first to receive DisplayHDR 600
certification.The DisplayHDR 600 certification (a mid-tier
standard rating) means that the monitors are capable
of a peak brightness of 600 nits, a 3,000:1 contrast ratio,
and 10-bit color depth. VESA added that we can expect
to see more DisplayHDR-certified monitors leading
up to CES 2018, so watch this space if you want more
options to feed your gaming needs!

Sapphire has released a pair of custom Radeon RX Vega 56
and 64 cards designed to maximise overclocking headroom.
The Radeon RX Vega 56 and 64 Nitro+ Limited Edition cards
feature a triple-fan cooler with dual ball bearing fans, dual
BIOS, and aggressive factory overclocks. They also utilise a
beefy 14-phase power design, and are powered by no fewer
than three 8-pin power connectors. The Nitro+ RX Vega 64
has a 1,423MHz base clock, up from 1,247MHz on the aircooled variant. The Nitro+ RX Vega 56 has a 1,305MHz base
clock, compared to 1,156MHz usually. The cooler is the main
highlight on both cards, and Sapphire comments that this is
its most efficient cooler to date. Are you ready for out-of-thisworld clock speeds and silky smooth frame rates?

LOVE BIRDS
Kelys & Chirp is a joyous celebration of friends. It is itself a union of Chirp and Kelys, two
unlikely companions living happily together, and was developed as a co-creation by
two friends: Reuge and Nicolas Court. Kelys moves in a realistic tortoise-like gait with
his head moving slowly side-to-side, his movements all in synchronicity with Chirp as
springing from her nest and pirouetting, her beak opening and closing, wings flapping,
and tail wagging, all in time to the melodic bird song.
While Kelys & Chirp may look relatively simple compared to a complicated watch, its 480
components (enough for a minute repeater) lie testament to the complexity within. This
is where Nicolas Court and his team worked their magic: working around the Singing
Bird, which is a complete movement itself, they faced significant challenges when
developing the turtle automaton mechanism. These included moving the relatively
heavy (1.4kg) turtle with the little power available from the small mainspring of the
Singing Bird movement, while ensuring that the turtle moved realistically. The first was
solved by finding the optimal low ratio gearing, the latter by the use of elliptical gearing
in the power train, along with cams dictating the movement of the legs.

BOSS MODE
Bose’s newest micro speaker, the SoundLink Micro
Bluetooth, might face a tough job competing in this
highly competitive market, but it does has a new trick
up its sleeve. Priced at SGD$179, it features a custom
transducer, miniature dual-passive radiators and a
rechargeable lithium-ion battery engineered as a
micro-system. The Micro sounds louder than its size. It
measures in at a compact 9.5cm wide, 3.8cm high, and
9.5cm deep and weighs only 290g. Bose says that it is
tested beyond its IPX7 rating, so it will survive soaks in
all types of water. The soft silicone exterior is supposed
to protect the product from cracks, dents, falls, dust,
dirt and sand too - essential features to keep up with
your adventure-led lifestyle.

[Kelys & Chirp is available at MB&F in 4 limited editions of 18 pieces each in blue, green,
yellow or ochre]

EXPANSION PACK
There is no such thing as hype if you are a hardcore Star
Wars fan. Disney, Lucasfilm, and Lenovo have announced
a product for Star Wars: Jedi Challenges, featuring a
new planet and characters from Star Wars: The Last
Jedi. The expansion will be available to download for
free as an update to the Jedi Challengesmobile app. It
includes unique content from The Last Jedi film, such as
a lightsaber duel with two Elite Praetorian Guards, the
first time players will be able to take on two combatants
at once. The Last Jedi content pack will be available in
January 2018.

THERMAL POWER
Thermaltake has released a new RGB controller
that makes it much easier for you to toggle with
the lighting effects on your precious gaming
rig. The TT Sync Controller TT Premium Edition
features a nine-port LED hub, that will work
with a range of Thermaltake addressable LED
products. The controller is compatible with ASUS,
Gigabyte, and MSI motherboards, and supports
their respective Aura Sync, RGB Fusion, and
Mystic Light software. If you have a compatible
board from one of these brands, you can control
your system LEDs directly from the motherboard
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he Supersonic Touge Max! 2018 season kicked off at a brand new
track for many, the Speedway PLUS Go-Kart Circuit located in Kuala
Lumpur. Organized by ACMA Engineering Works & Trading Pte Ltd
and Supersonic design and performance, the new track is the first
addition for the race series this year. The series will be held at both the
MIMC(Melaka International Motorsports Circuit) with six rounds in total.
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The real tricky bit? There will be four different layouts in the 2018 series,
which will test the racers’ ability to be consistent in all the different layouts
to be able to win the title “King of Touge Max!’ 2018.
The first round was held on 21 Janurary 2018 at the KL Elite Speedway.
Despite the crummy weather the day before, the event was blessed
with good weather throughout the day without only a sudden sunnydownpour just before the lunch break.
Participants were grouped into five categories, with a Lotus cup support
category. The grouping was changed according to the time clocked by the
participants, in order to create a more level ground for those taking part.
With the Kuala Lumpur heat bearing down on everyone, there was several
off-track excursions as drivers began to warm up to the circuit’s tight and
technical layout. Speedway Plus Circuit is considered to be one of the top
grassroots motorsport circuit in Malaysia, catering for karting and minibike events.
Imagine a full-sized car on the track and you’ll have an idea how

demanding this circuit is on driver skill and car setup, even though it is a
relatively short 959m homologated circuit. The key to maxing out any car
on this track is knowing where the acceleration and braking points are,
and sticking to it religiously.
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A common error by most drivers is being thrown off by the speed which
the apex and braking points appears in front of them, given the track’s
small size. With most getting familiar with the track in the morning, the
times started to tumble in their later runs.
With a sudden downpour near lunch break, the last group of cars
were struggling to make their way around the circuit to clock in some
familiarity. The rain however, was welcome by a few racers, who took the
opportunity to have a little drifting fun in their rear-wheel drive machines.
This round is the first part of the championship series, where racers will
be ranked according to their placing in each round and the driver with
the most points by the end of the series will be crowned “KING OF TOUGE
MAX!” The fastest timing of the day will earn them a bonus two points, and
it’s no wonder why everyone was overly aggressive on their racing lines.
The next round of Touge Max! will be held at the MIMC, in March. KL Elite
Speedway will be rehosting Touge Max! in May and September The Final
round Special Stage showdown will be held at MIMC in November.
For more information, visit www.supersonicdp.com/tougemax.
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NAIAS
Detroit, birthplace of many

D

etroit is where future mobility innovations meet
the pavement. With the largest concentration
of the world’s top automotive and technology
executives, designers, engineers and thought
leaders, the North American International Auto Show
serves as the global stage for companies to debut branddefining vehicles and industry-shaping announcements.
NAIAS is unmatched in the industry in presenting six
unique shows in one, including: The Gallery, an ultraluxury automotive event, AutoMobili-D, an inside look
at future mobility platforms, Press Preview, Industry
Preview, Charity Preview and then concluding with a
nine-day Public Show.
2018 marks the twelfth year of the ultra-luxury
automotive event, The Gallery. This event has now
become the official kick-off to the North American
International Auto Show. New for 2018, The Gallery
returns to the Cobo Center in the breathtaking atrium
overlooking the international waterway. Guests
experienced a nearly US$10 million collection of the
most acclaimed automobiles the world has to offer,
including brands such as Aston Martin, Bentley, Ferrari,
Lamborghini, Porsche and Rolls Royce, to name just a
few.
Automobili-D was a dedicated 150,000 sq. ft. exposition
focused on the rapidly evolving global automotive and
mobility landscape. From John Krafcik debuting the fully

TEXT KRADO LOW PHOTOS NEWSPRESS USA/NAIAS

autonomous Chrysler Pacifica, to Carlos Ghosn providing
insights into Nissan’s plans for a connected future, to
Julia Steyn on Maven’s outlook on urban mobility as a
“service,” these great industry leaders and many others
took the stage and delivered more than 40 hours of
mobility-focused announcements and discussions.
For 2018, AutoMobili-D remained open throughout the
first weekend of Public Show (Jan. 20-21) for the 2018
auto show to connect people interested in working in all
aspects of the auto industry with companies at the first
Future Automotive Career Exposition (FACE). The event,
a partnership with NAIAS and the Michigan Economic
Development Corporation, allowed participating
AutoMobili-D companies the opportunity to interact
face-to-face with qualified candidates and fill needed
positions across a wide array of disciplines.
In addition, NAIAS dedicated specific press conference
slots for participating AutoMobili-D companies on the
afternoons of both Press Days and panel discussions and
presentations will occur during Industry Preview days.
The heart of the Motor City and the soul of Motown
took center stage tonight as nearly $5.1M was raised
for children’s charities at the 2018 North American
International Auto Show’s (NAIAS) Charity Preview at
Cobo Center. In all, over 13,000 people attended the
black-tie gala, recognized as the largest annual singlenight fundraiser in the world. The event directly benefits

a wide range of children’s charities, helping to fund
services for children of all ages from birth to 18.
The Honda Accord, Volvo XC60 and the Lincoln
Navigator were crowned as the winners of the 2018
North American Car, Utility and Truck of the Year
(NACTOY) awards at the North American International
Auto Show.
The awards are among the most prestigious in the
industry because they are chosen by a panel of more
than 60 jurors from print, online and broadcast media
across the United States and Canada. Votes were tallied
confidentially by Deloitte LLP and remained sealed
until they were announced today by NACTOY officers,
President Mark Phelan, Vice President Matt DeLorenzo
and Secretary-Treasurer Lauren Fix at Cobo Center in
Detroit.
Chosen from dozens of new vehicles, jurors evaluated
the finalists based on segment leadership, innovation,
design, safety, handling, driver satisfaction and value
for the dollar. The process started in June 2017 by
determining vehicle eligibility and includes three rounds
of voting.
Now in their 24th year, the awards are unique because
they are awarded a group of dozens of respected
automotive journals instead of being given by a single
publication, website, radio or television station.

Winners were chosen from the following nine finalists:
Car of the Year
Honda Accord
Kia Stinger
Toyota Camry

Utility Vehicle of the Year
Alfa Romeo Stelvio
Honda Odyssey
Volvo XC60

Truck of the Year
Chevrolet Colorado ZR2
Ford Expedition
Lincoln Navigator
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XXX
A 5G Jag? We want in!

XXX
Night riding in a not-so-Q car

XXX
Boat on wheels?

XXX
Skeletonised, limited edition specimen!

XXX
All smiles!

XXX
Unique, quirky, fun!
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Inches from contact - order of the day!
XXX
Windows up, throttle down!

XXX
Buzzing with energy

XXX
This made it to town with all fenders in tact!
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Third Time Packs A Wallop
The Wicked Wallop Motorcycle lifestyle event draws big crowds and premium bike brand sponsorship in its third iteration

TEXT & PHOTOS DERRYN WONG
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anuary 6, 2018 saw motorcycle lifestyle event, The Wicked Wallop, held for the third
time. Following increasingly successful debut in 2016, 2018’s version saw stellar
attendance at the new event location, the rooftop of Carros Centre.

As described on the event’s official Facebook page, “The Wicked Wallop is Singapore’s
first event for custom and classic motorcycles with a focus on lifestyle, custom culture,
music and people.”
That might sound like the recipe for a passionate, cult event, with a small following, but
judging from the healthy attendance, it seems lots more people enjoy this than you
might expect - and that The Wicked Wallop has evolved into something much wider
than its initial concept suggests.
Official attendance figures weren’t available but judging from the huge crowd of bikes
(see photo) and cars (not shown), plus foot traffic, at least 1,500 people attended the
event, which ran from 1400h to 2300h.
2018 also saw strong support from premium motorcycle brands through official
dealerships: Sponsors for the event include Ducati (Wearnes Automotive), BMW
Motorrad (Performance Motors Limited), Harley-Davidson (Komoco/H-D of Singapore),
KTM (DirtWheel) and Mah Motor (Aprilia, Triumph, Moto Guzzi, Vespa, Victory).
All the official dealerships had ride-to-event convoys, which linked up and entered the
event grounds together resulting in a huge impromptu motorcycle parade of sorts.
At the event itself, all brands were offering test rides of their latest bikes, resulting in a
never-ending circulation of bikes of every shape and type.

“Customer engagement is very important for us,” said Anthony Chaw, general manager
for BMW Motorrad PML, “events like this help us build interaction with our existing
customers, and expose the brand to new ones as well.”
More than 60 BMW rider/owners participated in the convoy ride, while BMW’s
exhibition space featured numerous bikes in the current line-up, but with a focus
on the R NineT Scrambler (part of the brand’s modern retro ‘Heritage’ line, which fits
the Wicked Wallop theme) and the G 310 R (aimed at newer riders who want a less
powerful, less expensive machine).
“Wicked Wallop is one-of-a-kind really, and what makes me very glad is that our
customers, from HOG (Harley Owners’ Group) and more, fit right in and truly enjoy
the whole spectrum of things to do and see,” said Dorothy Chan, general manager for
Harley-Davidson of Singapore.
Singapore might be one of the least suitable places on earth to enjoy non-standard
cars and motorcycles, but the event has evolved into a feisty celebration of ‘nonstandard’ culture and interest that surrounds, or is related to, motorcycling.
This includes classic motorcycles and cars, machine building and customising, but also
wider elements of custom culture, including tattooist, barbers, pin-up models, which
meant a huge amount of things to do at the event.
There were also performances by rock bands, including a special guest Rockabilly band
Johnny Pandora from Japan. In line with the custom culture theme of the event, there
was also a wide range of competitions, ranging best custom bike to best custom car
and even best tattoos.
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CLEOPATRA
Looks are deceiving. Spending
many years training to be a
professional competitive pole
dancer, there is no denying that
Cleopatra has both the drop-dead
good looks and a killer body under
the skin. Fearless beauty meets
adventure? Cleo’s a globe trotter
who has won in competitions
world wide, proving that women
can be a force to be reckoned with!
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Scan here for more
Cleopatra Lin content!
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